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I. lnb"Oduction 

Towards the close of the 20th century. the Asia and the Pacific region is looking bad. on a 
remarkable economic and industrial progress. Certain salient foaturl!s of this success - such 
as private sector emphasis. l!xport oril!ntation. forl!ign im·esm1ent promotion and strong 
industrial human resource development efforts - ha,·e becon'e a comm"n theme in the recent 
international economic and industrial policy debate. However. while there is much eviden,'e 
of a further accelerating dynamism in Asia-Pacific in the years to come. thereby underlining 
the prospect of an "Asia-Pacific age". many problems remain unresohed or are newly 
emerging which require appropriate action by parties involved. i.e .. imcr alia. at the level of 
governments. private enterprises. and the academic/research community. Problems related to 
widening disparities. the persistence of poverty. environmental degradation. infrastructural 
bottlenecks. to name but a few. deserve mention at the outset. 

Against this background. the present paper first recapitulates salient patterns and recent 
trends of industrial development in Asia and the Facific as well as highlights remaining a!ld 
newly emerging industrial challenges (section II.). Section III. reviews L"NIDO's main 
activities in the region in recent years. While taking due account of the OrganiLlltion's 
ongoing reform process the prospects for and most promising forms Clf future l'NIDO support 
are discussed in some detail in the concluding section I\' 

II. Industrial progress in Asia and the Pacific region: ~t successes and future challenges 

/11Jm1rial Jcn:lopm.:111 and policies: salicm trend.~ 

The rapid economic and industrial advancement over tiwe of the Asia and Pacific 
region at large has become a well established fact among international observers in recent 
years. Due to the very success being witnessed, the region has come to be referred to as a 
"role model" for development. and many countries in other developing regions are seeking 
to emulate what they perceive as Asian success stories. 

Judged from an ovl!rall comparative perspective. economic and industrial progress in 
the Asia/Pacific region has clearly outperformed other regions, both in the developing and the 
industrialized world. In 1994 alone. the gross domestic product (GDP) of developing Asia 
grew an estimated 6. 7 per c<!nt, more than tv1ice the world average (3.2 per cen!), and well 
ahead the recovering Latin American (4.4 per cent) and still struggling African (I. 7 per cent) 
regions 1 A similar pattern holds over time: in 1he 1980-94 period. when many countries 
elsewhere could barely maintain their income levels. most Asian countries recorded rt!al 
annual GDP growth rates in the two to ten per cent range (7 per cent for East Asia and 
Pacific, 5 !Jer cent for South Asia). Per capita income grew at an average rate of 4.1 per cent 
per year. compared to an actual decline averaging -0.1 and -0.7 per cent in Latin America anJ 
Africa. respectively 

Source (1f GDP and MVA figures in this section UNIDO Database. 



Industry. and in here the manufacturing sector pa11icularly. continues to be the major 
engine of gro\\1h The region's total manufaciuring nlue added (l\t\"A) exhibited an annual 
average growth of 7.6 per cent between 1980 and 1994. more than three times the world total 
(2.4 per cent). MVA groY.1h has stepped up of late in all sub-regions. reaching an estimated 
15 per cent in th!! Poople's Republic of Chma in 1994. eight per cent in East and Southeast 
Asia and more than six per cent in South Asia. respectively. As a consequence. the Asia
Pacific region's share in worldwide MVA stood at an estimated 11.8 per cent last year (7 per 
cent excluding China). which compares to only five percent in 1980 and some 6.5 per cent 
m 1990. 

This unparalleled economic ciynamism in most countries of the region has gone hand 
in hand with significant changes of industrial structures. First. industrial activity has become 
increasingly diversified. both along horizontal and vertical lines. Notwithstanding distinct 
variations by countries. industrial activity has gradually been moving away from a limited 
range of unskilled labour-/low technology-intensive to a larger variety of higher skill- and 
technology-intensive goods. Second. industry in Asia-Pacific has been increac;ingly linked up 
with international markets. both in terms of foreign trade and foreign direct investment. The 
result is seen in steadily growing levels of world market integration and growing intra
regional economic interdependencies. a trend which has manifested itself most strongly in the 
Southeast Asian sub-region: 

The share of manufactured goods in total npons of developing Asia has risen 
dramatically over the last t"iree decades. Likewise. export!> from the region grew by 
an average 12 per cent pe:· annum during the last decade compared to a worldwide 
expansion below 5 per cent. For 1993, the regio11's share in world exports is given 
with 17 per cent (by volume; in value terms: 27 per cent). 1 For some time. the newly 
industrializing economies (NIEs) of East Asia have been the leading exporters in the 
developing world "verall. The group has of late been joined hy China as it shifts its 
low-end manufacturing offshore. In addition. with the exception of the Philippines. the 
ASEAN-4 countries (lndonesi1. Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand) have exhibited 
very impressive export gro~1h rates. driven partly by the relocation of labour-intensive 
export activities from the established NI Es. Further structural shifts are underway with 
China and other transitional economies in Indochina absorbing increasing shares of -
frequently export-oriented - investment, especially of a low-skill labour intensive 
nature while the more progressing economies are now proceeding into sectors of 
production characterized by the use of more advanced skills and technologies. 

This pattern of export growth has gone together with the rapid development of intnt
regional trade, especially in Southeast Asia. In the 1968-93 period. trade within the 
region on the whole, i.e. including developed countries, rose from 37 to 50 per cent 
of its total trade.: By the beginning of the 1990s, the ASEAN-4 countries together 

GATT. Focus Newsletter. no. I 08, June 1994, pp 2-4. 8: WTO. Focus Newsletter. no 
2. March-April I 99\ p,~ 4-10 

WTO. Focus !'iewsl~tter. no J. May-June I 995. p 11. 



sourced some 60 per cent of their total imports from other Asian countries. with the 
East Asian NIEs supplying more than half of the total (thus outranking Japan). 

A similarly dynamic pattern can be obsern!d with regard to foreign direct innstment 
(ffil). In I 9Q-t. developing ;\sia attractt:!d an estimated l'SS 52 billion of FDI inflows, 
a quantum jump co;:•pared to some l'SS 30 billion r':!corded for I Q92 when the region 
absorbed dose to 60 per cent of FDI inflows of all developing C(luntries. up from 55 
per cent in the late 1980s. Consequently. the region's share in worldwide FDI inflows 
almost doubled in the 1988-1992 period. a trend that has continued since. given the 
advancement of China in recent years as th~ single most important developing country 
host overall of FDI inflows.' 

Intra-regional m1 is growing rapidly with the traditional pattern of a one-sided 
Japanese domination no longer holding true. In Indonesia, '.\talays1a aid the 
Philippines. the East-Asian ~IEs have become the major foreign investors. China and 
\'ieta1am are attracting investment from its more advanced neighbours in the region. 
These trends are based on a variety of factors. including growing cost differentials 
(both for labour and land). exchange rate variations (appreciation of NIE currencies) 
and attempts to capture rapidly growing consumer markets in the main ASEAN 
countries On the side of the host countries. a conducive overall investment 
environment (such as relative political stability and administrative efficiency. generous 
incentives, liberal investment regulations) and the availability of efficient domestic 
supporting industries have been further stimulating factors. 

Turning to the causes of the region's remarkable economic and industrial achievements 
at large in che past. while denying a simple, one-for-all explanation most analysts agree that 
it is largely attributable to most governments having made substantial progress in regaining 
and maintaining macroeconomic stability on the one hand, and in progressively introducing 
outward-looking. export-led industrialization policies on the other hanJ. The former, inter alia. 
is reflected in levels of foreign indebtedness which have largely remained within manageable 
limits. in relatively low levels of inflation; and in restrained levels of government deficits. As 
to the latter. import protection has generally been lowered and many restrictions on FDI have 
been lifted This has been complemented by other reforms geared to remove market 
distortions and hence to reh:ase market forces. including a clear emphasis on private sector 
rather than public sector-led industrial development. and a dereguhtion of financial markt.ts. 
In a nutshell. other than sometimes believed. it is not the very absence of government action 
and the exclusi\·e reliance on market forces which have made the success of the advanced 
Asian countries possiblt:. but the design and implementation of intelligible industrial policies 
which have combined the virtues of an exposure to markets and hence competition with the 
build-up of domestic manufacturing capabilities 

However. as needs to be recalled. while the above upward trends can be observed for 
large parts of the Asia-Pacific region. the pace and extent of economic progress and reform 

t:NCTAD. World Investment Report !994, New York'Gencva UN, 199~. pp. 57ff.. 
t::"i'ESCAP. Economic and Social Survey of ·\sia and thi.: Pacific I 99~, New ~·ork 

C:'\, I 90\ p 3 I 
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have differed. with the NIEs and ASEAl\ countries lakmg the !ead. Sou:h Asta following at 
some di~tance. the economies in transition being in early phases of this process and the LDCs 
still looking for a sense of direction_ 

lillll!SO/n:J pmhlc:t1H (JllJ 11C:ll" ,;/ia/lc:n>!CS 

Emphasizing the considerable edge with which the Asia-Pacific region has been 
advancing industrially when compared to other developing regions should not mask the 
manifold unresolved problems as well as newly emerging challenges in this pan of the world: 

The single most striking phenomenon is that economic and industrial progress has 
gone hand in hand with growing imbalantes and inueasing disparities in die 
distribution of income and wealth_ Disparities have not only grown between individual 
countries and sub-regions in Asia-Pacific. Disparities are also rising within individual 
countries. including the faster developing ones, manifesting themselves in gmwing 
regional, rural-urban as well as inner-urban gaps_ 

More than ~alf of the absolute poverty worlciwide still is to be found in the Asia :md 
Pacific region_ n•1mbenng an estimated 800 million people. in addition. population 
growth remains high in many of its pans_ 

Unempaoyment and underemployment are pervasive., thereby gready reducing chances 
of a humane and fulfilling life in manifold ways. 

Ulbanization. spurred by ongoing out-migration from the rural areas was the fastest 
among all developing regions throughout the 1980s and has already reached critical 
and possibly non-sustainable levels in many cases_ 

Environmental degradation with respect to. inter alia, industrial pollution (water. air. 
solid wastes). energy production and cons1!mp!i"n. soil erosion and deforestatioil is on 
the rise. thereby undermining the very foundations of future generations' life prospects. 

Where it has taken place, the rapid pace of industriaiization is putting severe strains 
on the physical infrastructure, as a look at the region's gro~th centres amply 
illustrates. The envisaged funher massive extension of infrastructure facilities does not 
only constitute an enormous financial challenge; possible adverse repercussions on lhe 
expanse available for agricultural proouction may also need to be addressed in the case 
of an ever accelerating spread of industrial and infrastructure areas. 

Significant ch~mges of late in the international tradt> and investment regime offer 
further challenges to Asia-Pacific countries_ The t1 ansiation into practice of the 
U 111guay Round a:reements which went along with the transition of the GA TT into 
the new World Trade Organization (WTO) early this year is expected to result in a 
major boost for world trade, investment and prvduction and, hence, world income in 
the years to come. However. whatever their origin. projections made of expected 
income gai!1s from tfle forthcoming trade liberaliz.a!ion see the by far largest share (up 
t<' 7'5 per cent) to accrue m developed countries. The likely benefits to be derived by 
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the den!loping world will only fully matenahze after the end of a ten-year trans1t1onal 
period Csuch as the one agreed for the phase-out of the Mul11f1bre Arrar.gement). In 
addition again the benefits will most likely be concentrated on a s:naller number of 
countries in Latin America and Asia. While this observation does not invalidate the 
generally correct l'Conom1c ri:::asoning that the pressure a liberalized trade regime exerts 
on the upgrading and efficiency increase of any domestic economy. additional rese<lrch 
is merited on what the notivn of "globalization" means m the case of the backward 
countries in the world. including those of Asia and the Pacific. 

While further mdustrialization efforts. 1f sustainable, will have to be more strongly 
geared tcwards and take account of the above constraints the manifold and ever more rapid 
technological. organin?tional and managerial changes with which industry is progressing 
worldwide. together with the pervasive trend of opening-up, liberalization and deregulation 
of many economies has rendered the need to strive for and/or maintain domestic and 
international competitiveness the key industrial challenge of the day. Going far beyond the 
traditional emphasis on low cost and price only. competitivenes:, has become a 
multidimensional concept w-hich needs to be increasingly addressed at various levels and in 
an integrated manner: 

At company level, the ongoing overall shift from the age of mass production to one 
of a more customized. flexible specialization - often referred to as the new pa1.tdigm 
of industrial development - in the first place requires the continuous acquisition, 
adaptation and upgrading of technical and managerid knowhow. This involves a much 
higher stress on qualit) than in the past which in tum depends critically on both the 
availability and proper use of high quality inputs, such as a better educated and trained 
workforce and modem capital equipment. The effective introduction of new 
management techniques and of changes in the way production is organized so as to 
increase flexibility and efficiency further add to a company's chances of meeting with 
the competitivity challenge. 

At national level. the strive for competitiveness cannot any longer be associated 
merely with the traditional concept of comparative advantage which called for a 
concentration on the use of those factors of production a country 1" abundantly 
endowed with. Rather. at a time of increasmg globalization. 1mprovmg a country's 
comp~titiveness 1s essentially equivalent with aiming for the constant improvement of 
productivity, i.e. the value of the output produced by a unit of labour or capital 
Sustained productivity growth is indeed the prime determinant of a nation's long-term 
standard of living. There is both ample scope and need for the supportive role 
industrial policies continue to play m this regard in the Asia and Pacific as they do 
in other developing regions. Hence. apart from providing an enablmg environment at 
macro level, governments can render catalytic support, largely in the field of capability 
building. m helping industry to take up and eventually cope with the competitivity 
challe;iges underway. Pertinent support measures may include. but are in no way 
limited to 

the facil1tat1on of industrial restructuring and upgradmg liy means of a gradual. 
controllcc! and transparent opening of markets; 
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the removal of existing biases against the gro\\1h of small- and medium-scale 
enterrrises (Sl\1Es) and the promotion of further mdustnal deepening. suc1' as 
in the form of increased subcontracting or networking between enterprises; 

vigorous efforts to improve the human resource base for further industrial 
c!evelopment spanning the whole spectrum of education. vocational training 
and specific technical training: 

an improved access to and effective absorption of up-front technology by 
industry including its continuous upgrading and adaptation to specific loccl 
needs: 

assistance in the more widespread introduction of new concepts and tools 
associated with the issue of an ever more strongly needed quality management 
(not only) at ente:-prise le.-el; the abilit) !o meet and successfully apply an 
increasing number of mtemationally agreed quality standards is a case in point 
here; 

the promotion of research and development as well as r·f science and 
technology (R&D•S&T) activities which are relevant to and effectively linked
up with the industrial sector. 

("ondmio11 

Summing up. while industrial progress has indeed been remarkatle in Asia and the 
Pacific when compared to other pans of the world. a number of old problems persist and new 
challenges have emerged which require the continued attention of those who believe in the 
long-term need of a more equitable and sustainable global development and therefore in the 
still tremendous task ahead to allow all human beings to lead a life in dignity. Since industry 
will remain as one of the major. if not the major engine of growth m the years to come. 
spurring sustainable industrial development will be instrumental for achiev:ng socio-economic 
progress. inter alia. - through employment creation and poverty alleviation. The ever more 
complex nature of industrialization and the fact of the ensuing structural changes taking place 
at an ever more accelerating speed place iising demands for a successful industrial 
management, be that at policy. institutional or enterprise level. Capabilities and capacities to 
meet these new demands vary from country to country and within any one country for 
manifold reasons. 

Hence there is room for assistance taking the form of specialized support services from 
outside, such as from UNIDO, in the further promotion of industry m Asia and the Pacific. 
provided it is rdevant, up to the pomt. of a high quality nature and rendered in an efficient 
and effective manner. After all, contributing to an alleviation of remaining or newly emerging 
industnal development constraints has been and continues to be the very raison d'etre of 
UNIDO. 

• 
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Ill U\ IDO acti\·ities in Asia and lhe Pacific region: main annlll"s and achinements 

UNIDO is looking back to almost three decades of work as the Vnited ~at1ons 
system's specialized agency for industry_ Set up by the international community in I% 7_ the 
Organization has been mandated since to promote and accelerate industrial development in 
the cieveloping. countries. In this endeavour. the Asia and Pacific region has always had a 
prominent place. In highlighting the assistance rendered so far. a number of questions emerge 
What have been the main quantitative and qualitative dimensions of L'NIDO's work in Asia
Pacific'? What has been the impact of UNIDO's activ1t1es, and in panicular. has the major 
thrust of UNIDO's interventions been responsive to the respective needs of the countries m 
the region'? 

Tiu: qua111i1a1irc dimension 

C onceming the quantitative dimension. in the ten year period from 1984 to 1994, 
U!'.;IDO's expenditure on technical cooperation activities in Asia and the Pacific reached a 
total of US$ 410.6 million. corresponding to an average 32 per cent share of the overall 
expenditure during that period of USS 1.295 million. This share has been second only to the 
African region for which some USS 447.6 million or 35 per cent of the total have been made 
available. and is far ahead of the assistance rendered to the Latin American and the Caribbean 
region with USS 121. 9 million, equalling little under ten per cent. Some seven per cent of 
total Asia-Pacific expenditures ha.·e been allocated to regional projects. i.e. activities which 
by being geared towards a group of countries simultaneously <iim to mobilize synergies in 
delivery and:or to foster (sub)regional exchan~e and collaboration.: 

The steady decline in recent years of technical cooperation expenditure which after an 
all-time high of US$ 160 million in 1990 has resulted in a total US$ I 0 I million only in 1994 
is a matter of concern not only to the UNIDO management, but naturally. as has been 
repeatedly expressed, in the first place to the member countries of the region. However. the 
reasons for this decline have largely been beyond lJNIDO's control. and are primarily rooted 
in the drastic reduction in. and non-availability of. UNDP/IPF resources. Amounting to nearly 
US$ 3 7 million in 1991. with a share of 83 per c~nt at that time accounting for the by far 
biggest chunk of CNIDO's technical cooperation activities in Asia and the Pacific. Ul'DP/IPF 
resources dwindled to a mere lJS$ 7.8 million in 1994. yielding a share of 34 per cent of all 
activities undertaken in the region. In other words, the 1991-1994 period saw a decline of 
UNDP/IPF resour<.:es of some 78 per cent in absolute terms. To put these i>asic figures in 
perspecti,·e. the global declme of UNDP/IPF monies can be attributed to three main reasons. 
i.e. ( i) the cuts imposed by member states on UNDP funds for the Fifth Programme Cycle 
(against the anticipated USS 4.6 billion. UNDP only received US$ 3 I billio.1)~ (ii) a stress 
in UNDP-priorities on social issues and other non-social develop111ent issues such as public 
sector and civil service reform, with an ensuing reduced emphasis on resources for industry. 
and (iii) a dramatic increase of national execution which Jumped to 43 per cent during the 
Fifth Programme Cycle compared to some 14 per cent in the previou, cycle. 

For a detailed breakdown of technical cooperation expenditure by regions over time 
see annex table I 
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Against this background. VNIDO has stepped up efforts to mobilize alternatl\ e fundiLg 
( UNIDO and non-UNI DO)_ While this could not compensate to date for the losses incurred 
under UNDP:'lPF funds. the trend is clearly upward In 1991, these other sources accounted 
for only USS 7_4 milhon. corresponding to some 17 per cent of the total activities undertaken_ 
By l 994. this amount had more than doubled to US$ 15_ I million. equalling roughly two 
thirds of total expenditures Prelinunary figures for 1995 show a further recovery of l'!'.:IDO's 
activities in Asia and the Pac::ic As of end-August, project allotment documents issued 
amounted to some US$ 33 5 n:'.!lion and were the highest among all the other regions 

The q11ali1a1fre dimension 

While the amount of funding UNI DO can mobilize for its activities clearly determines 
the outreach and number of services it can provide. quite indeper1dently from the quantitative 
dimension. the Organization has always been conscious about the critical need to produce and 
deliver quality outputs This requires special care over the whole service cycle from the early 
design and appraisal stages through further preparation and during the actual implementation 
of every single activity UNIDO has stepped up pertinent efforts with the introduction of a 
new quality assurance system under the ongoing reform process_ 1 Upon completion of a 
service. the extent to which an aimed-at quality output is actually achiev~d is evaluated 
alongside a whole set of criteria For instance, under the criterion of relevante the question 
is asked whether the service in question has in fact been addressing real needs_ The 
effettiveness criterion is applied to verify whether the service has produced its in:ended 
outputs and attained its immediate objectives_ Finding out about the impact of a service is 
equiv~lent to learning whether the achievement of service outputs and immediate objectives 
has actually contributed positively to the related development objective_: Finally. sustainability 
is the criterion which has gained overriding importance in recent years_ The key question here 
is whether the impact of the service will be lasting until after the service comes to an end, 
for instance by ensuring that entities and/or capabilities established locally under a service will 
be able to continue their operations 

Together with independent external expertise. JJNIDO continuously carries out service
specific as well as thematic in-depth evaluations and regularly compiles project performance 
evaluation report: ~n major activities_ A review of the 1993 results of these investigations 
worldwide found that average performance ratings of projects improved in comparison with 
1992_ 1 Outputs were produced and immediate objectives were achieved or likely to be 

For a summary presentation of recent reform measures. see section IV. below_ 

Projects/services may well be effective in terms of providing the envisaged outputs 
and of fulfilling the stated immediate objectives. and at the same time net have any 
impact For instance. a well conducted feasibility study reaching a positive conclusion 
on the set-up of an infrastructure project or an institutional framework may not be 
followed-up on by 1h'! responsible dec1siontakers either at government or in the private 
sector. 

The rev1e" of the corresponding results for 1994 is currently underway 
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achieved as planned in 63 per cent of cases: however. achievements were less than planned 
in 28 per cent of cases. 

A/ajor f:J\"IJ)() actil·itii:s in Asia a11J thi: Pac~fiL· 

As in other regions, UNIDO's: activities in support of indu'itrialization in developing 
Asia and the Pacific have been spanning a wide spectrum. in essence ranging from policy 
advice to institution building and to specific technical assistance geared to a large number of 
industrial subsectors. Consequently. assistance has been and is being provided at three 
interrelated levels, i.e. at policy level, at institutional level and at enterprise level. However, 
the contents of as well as the way in which these services are being rendered have changed 
in recent years. given the very changes in the nature of industrial support services developing 
Asia requires in the 1990s. Increasing emphasis on the p1·ivate sector, a growing consciousness 
of the need for and the beneficial effects of an envifl)!1mentally sound industrialization, a 
stronger market orientation in virtually the wholt region as well as rapid changes in the global 
economic environment caused by technical innovations and growing glob.Jization have been 
reflected in IJNIDO's work in Asia-Pacific. To give but one example, unlike in the earlier 
days of a less market-oriented environment when support was frequently rendered to help 
individual, often large-scale and usually public sector-owned industrial el"terprises overcome 
operating problems. most services to enterprises are now channelled through institutions and 
organized industrial grours such as chambers of commerce and industry, and manufacturers' 
and business associations. Exceptions are cases of enterprise restructuring or privatizaticn of 
state-o\\ned industrial enterprises, and where promotional lmt.-ages are sought between 
enterprises in different countries for investment, technolob'Y or other forms of cooperation and 
participation. 

In dealing with industrial development problems, UNIDO's role is by definition 
catalytic. While its clients. i.e. the major industrial agents in the developing countries of 
necessity remain the masters of their own development, UNIDO sees its involvement as one 
of an honest broker. offering crucial advice and critical inputs with a view to generating 
spread or multiplier effects to ensure that knowhow. experience and lessons learnt elsewhere 
be made available to relevant users m the industrial community of its target countries. In so 
doing and reflecting the structure of demand received, UNIDO provides 12 major groups of 
services, as depicted in box I. 1 These services relate to one or more of the five development 
objectives approved at the Fifth General Conforence of UNI DO in December 1993 and in line 
with which the Organization's wo;k is being directed. These five objectives which are of 
necessity interlinked and the rationale behind them can be mapped out as follows: 

A detailed description of these 12 groups of services covering, inter alia, prospects anc! 
constraints. national strategies as well as UNIDO's respective approaches and 
instruments is contained in UNJDO. UNIDO Services Handbook. Vienna. June 1995. 



• Industrial ar.d technological gro"·th and competitiveness 

Accelerated industrialization. combined with competitive technological applications 
and quality standards. and production efficiency is considered as a sine qua mm for 
competitiveness in a global economy characterized hy liberalized trade, globalized 
incustry and rapidly changing technologies. 

Boi 1; UN IDO sen·ices 

• Industrial policies and private sector development 
• Operational support for sectoral development 
• Investment promotion 
• Technology for competitiveness 
• Environment and ener!:,ry 
• Human resource development 
• Women in industrial development 
• Enterprise restructuring and privatization 
• Small- and medium-scale industry and rural industrial development 
• Quality, standardization and metrolo!:,ry 
• Industrial information 
• Industrial statistics 

• Equitable devefopme.at through industrial development 

This objective reflects the pe1ception of industrial growth as a major instrument for 
bringing about socio-economic development and social progress - through employ;nent 
creation, regional development and poverty alleviation. 

• International cooperation in investment and technology 

This objective acknowledges the key importance of promoting foreign direct 
investment and the creation of joint ventures, strategic partnerships, technolOb'Y 
licensing agreements, and other contractual linkages and arrangements t~tween 
enterprises in different countries, to increase efficiency, capability and competitivity. 

• Development of human resouSTes for industry 

This objective aims at the enhance.nent of human capacity to meet industrial goals in 
the form of upgraded knowledge, specialized skills and experience in entrepreneurship, 
management, technolob'Y acquisition, absorption and adaptation, research and design, 
and the capability for competitive production or services. 
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[n,·irunmentllly sustainable industrial dnelopment 

l.inder this objective Cl'IDO strives. imcr alia. for the harmonization of industrial 
strategies and programmes with the environmental need to reduce industrial pollution 
and degradation. the use of sector-specific c:ean production concepts including the 
selection and transfer of em·ironmentally suitable technologies~ the phasing-out of 
ozone-depleting substances~ and improved energy efficiency m production processes. 

Turning to the operationalization of the aforementioned objectives, a breakdo\\n of the 
total 230 ongoing UNIDO projects in Asia and the Pacific by themes reveals a considerable 
concentration on activities associated with three of the five objectives, i.e. international 
cooperation, human resource development and environment. This holds both in terms of 
project numbers and of the allocated budgets. With regard to project numbers. an estimated 
45 per cent addresse:> issues related to international cooperation ir. investment and technology. 
followed by those aiming at an environmentally more sustainable industrial development with 
a share of 35 per cent. Another 24 per cent of all activities focus on the development of 
human resources for industry i Looking into the budget allocations, a similar pattern is to be 
observed. with close to 30 per cent of the total accounted for by investment- and technology
related support measures. ahead of environment/energy (23 per cent) and human resource 
development \ 16 per cent). While the above figures should be interpreted as rough indications 
only, it appears safe to conclude that UNIDO's ongoing activities in the region are well in line 
with the clusters of needs recalled under section II above. 

While a detailed presentation of all past and present UNIDO projects and/or 
programmes in the Asia-Pacific region would exceed the scope of the present paper. in the 
following a number of examples from major substantive areas should suffice as an illustration 
of activities which have turned out as or are expected to become projects and.or programmes 
with impact.= The illustration will comprise examples at both country and regional;subregional 
levels. In thi:>, particular emphasis will be placed on UNIDO's Special Programme for the 
Industrial Development of Asia and the Pacific (SPIDAP). A brief outline of LNIDO's 
intera~ency cooperation in the region. in particular with ESC AP. will also be included. 

The total exceeds I 00 due to multiple purpose activities. 

A folder with very detailed information on a number of such projects/ programmes 
with impact in the region has been prepared by the CNIDO Secre1ariat for this 
Ministerial Meeting and 1s available to participants. 
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Table I: Ongoing UNIDO projtc1S in Asia and the Pacific: breakdown by major 
df'nlopmrnt ob~ctives/themes in prr cent (estimates) 

Dnclopmcnt o~.r«tl" c thicmc 

1 r<"r cmr sh;ut 1 

11 7 

mirastructutt. rrwak sector Jc~clormmi. mJustnal strategics po~:ctcs. mdusrnal 

Eq111tahl< d<Tclormcnt tht.>~h m.!ustnal .!nclopmcnl c I! small- .in.! mcJ1um- 17S 1 .. 

s..:alc utJ~tr~ rW'ill inJusuiahzahon 

Other 

'"''' The i;lass1fo:at1"'" ,,r a,u,·utt:s ti~ lhcm.:-s an the a\4tlahlt s:.ausu1.:s u lar~ch haS<J ~n the ... mt' u:KJ 1n t ·~..;IIH fs h1thC'rt'' mcJnim-tcrm p:.m 
Suf't:.tumtn~ th«c grour1n~'\ unJc.-r the nc'A J<,.clopmcnl llhJ<'ll"'cs contam5 an clcmmt ,,f arh1trarmcss Th..:rcf\)U' t},(' t1gurc"i B'"''" shoulJ ~ m.tcrrrctcJ 

as rough 1nJ1.;ah ... ms unh 

Some il/11strative examples 

Upstream type of activities, i.e. support rendered, inter alia, at the industrial policy 
formulation stages, logically begin with the solid assessment of what any present situation is 
like. Stocktaking, diagnostic surveys. hence the compilation, updating of md g11111cing access 
to ~levant industrial inf onnacion pave the ground for subsequent well-focused action by 
industrial agents in the private and public sectors including technical assistance bodies alike. 
In this connection, the preparation by UNIDO and publication with a commercial publisher 
(the Economist Intelligence Unit) of the UNIDO Industrial Development Review Series is but 
one element of the Organization's work Of the five sales publications since 1993 three have 
dealt with Asian countries (Indonesia, India, 'ran). Two of the fonhcoming three will also be 
devoted to Asia (Central Asian Republics, People's Republic of China). In addition, reviews 
were recently issued as non-sales publications on Mongolia and Lao PDR. 

• 
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Continuous efforts to strengthen the de\·dopmg countries' access to and management 
of existing and newly emerging information resources 1s in the centre of C'.'\IDO's industrial 
infonnation pmirammes and sen·ices which contribute to meeting basic prerequisites for 
decisionmaking at bmh enterprise and p()licy level A recent activity concerning the .-\sia
Pac1fic region is the de,·elopment of a referral information system (IRS) on sources of 
industrial and technological inforr::at1on to provide an efficien, decentralized inquiry service 
to small and medium enterprises. In the I 992- J 9Q5 period. 33 members joined the system. 
During the May 1995 Advisory Group meeting of the computer-based L'NIDO Industrial and 
Technological Information Bank (INTIB) agreement was reached with the Asian and Pacific 
Centre for the Transfer of Technology (APCTT) to coordinate the development of the system 
network in that region. APCTT will continue to act as the regional focal point of INTIB and 
will provide relevant information to INTIB at \'ienna Headquarters INTIB in exchange will 
provide full worldwide validated data of the IRS for use by APCTT. Another project example 
is the installation of the Industrial Technology and Market Information Network (ITMIN) in 
Sri Lanka which is being Jointly operated by the public and private sector. 

The Asia-Pacific region's strife for technology and investment has been responded to 
by a variety of support measures from lJNIDO over the years. In the area of technology 
lJNIDO advises. ima a/ta. on policies and strategies. assesses national innovation system!? 
supports technology acquisition and transfer. and monitors developments in new and generic 
technologies At the leul of key manufacturing subsecto~. the successful link-up of 
technological innovation and environmental protection has centre-staged in the recent 
continuation of LNIDO's well established leather and leather products programme. For 
instance, a chromium recovery unit set up under the Southeast Asian component achi1:ved a 
significant reduction m the amount of pollutants gt"'nerated in the process of leather 
manufacture. A concept for an International Leather Eco-labelling Scheme elabonted under 
the programme was in principle endorsed by the August 1995 Meeting of the Leather and 
Leathei Products Panel in Teheran which recommended a continuation of L'NIDO's leather 
sector assistance and invited supplementary activities in gender development. occupational 
health and safety at work :\faking use of a technology developed under an earlier L'l\IDO 
project. natural rubber-based bearings for earthquake protection were tested in Indonesia with 
the participation of 15 natural rubber-producing countries The r .!quirements for the 
modemizatton of the Chinese> salt and related packaging industry are under investigation as 
part of a priority programme on salt iod1zation to be financed by a LS$ 28 million loan from 
the World Bank. In India, the lJNIDO-assisted Ceramic Technological Institute at Bangalore 
developed, in cooperation with the National Chemical Laboratories and the Automotive 
Research Association of India. an indigenous exhaust converter which is capable of slashing 
vehicular pollution in the country by 90 per cent. Transfer of technology in industrial 
computer applications have been delivered to the Technical University of Sn Lanka to 
enhance Its provision of technical services to local industry in developing new metalworking 
products A study on strategy formulation for the software industry in Bangladesh resulted m 
the adoption of an action plan at the recent end-of-proJe<'t workshop in Dhaka. 

Issues of ~ualit) manaxement and standanlization have been gaining mcreasmg 
importance in UNJDO's activities overall including in Asia-Pacific Support has been directed. 
ima aha, at the establishment and strengthening of standardization bodies, such as in 
Bangladesh. Calls for assistance in metrology resulted m the mstallation of laboratone.; al 
subst.!.:toral level and operational measurement standards m th~ Islamic Republic of Iran, 



Pakistan and Thailand The ASEAN countries benefitted from the creation of one reference 
\'Oltage standard. intercaiibrated among the countries and being brought in line with European 
standards Increasing attention has of late also been paid to enabling member countries' 
adherence to ISO 9000 standards and an ensuing certification as an effective means and even 
prerequisite to increase competitiveness Recent examples include a regional workshop on 
quality management and ISO 9000 in software development (New Delhi. India. 1994) as well 
as a seminar on the promotion and adequate application of quality systems and ISO 9000. 
held in Manila, Philippines. 

UNIDO activities in the field of investment promotion while closely linked with the 
Organization's technolO!,'Y services through UNIDO's Investment and Technolc,gical 
Partnership Initiative are designed to assist governments to formulate and assess rele\'ant 
policies and strategies. The build-up of capacities to formulate and promote investment 
projects at institutional level is encouraged. Investment servic~s for enterprises include an 
identification of opportunities, preparation of feasibility studies, negotiation of investment 
projects and ide .• tification or mobilization of financial resources. UNIDO's tools include 
databanks, training programmes, manuals, software packages and studies. High-level 
promotional events are fora like INVESMARTS and TECHMARTS. INVESMARTS which 
enable direct contacts between companies in the host developing country and potential foreign 
partners have resulted in hundreds of joint ventures and other joint activities in the region 
over the years. In 1994/95 INVESMARTS have been held so far in New Delhi. India. 
Kunming and Yanji, both People's Republic of China, and another one is to be held in 
Colombo. Sri Lanka. in November this year. TECHMARTS facilitate the conclusion of 
practical business arrangements which bring together managers especially from small- and 
medium-scale enterprises to find, offer, negotiate and eventually buy and sell technology 
suitable for their operations. A TECHMART held in Hanoi, Viet Nam, in 1994 saw the 
participation of 250 foreign guests from 25 countries. An INTECHMART held in New Delhi, 
India, earlier this year, effectively integrated investment and technolob'Y promotion. 

The critical need for a decisive expansion of the physical infrastrurture in the Asia
Pacific region in the years to come on the one hand :md the scarcity of public finance to 
nurture this expansion on the other hand have resulted in the BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer) 
approach gaining in importance in the implementation of infrastructure and large industrial 
projects such as power plants, toll roads. or water supply and treatment facilities. UNIDO has 
stepped up its pertinent expertise and is currently a:ssisting the Chinese authorities in the 
formulation of basic BOT regulations and standard contracts to enable the country's road 
network and energy grid. 1 

A rising number of UNIDO activitie::; in Asia-Pacific is to be observed in the area of 
environment and ene11y. clearly a reflection of both the aggravating problems and a readiness 
of partners in the developing countries to tackle them. The general approach pursued by 
UNIDO is to make ecologically sustainable industrial development (ESID) an integrated part 
of all Its activities. The latest annual review on the incorporation of environmental 

A comprehensive handbook entitled "UNIDO Guidelines for the Development. 
Negotiation and Contracting of Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) Projects" is nearing 

completion at the Secretariat 

• 
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considerations m the des1gr. of C:\IDO projects re,·ealed a ch!ar up\\ard trend of the 
co.nbined share of e11\"ironr.H!nt-related projt!cts and of pro_1ects \\1th an ennronmental 
component from 3.J to ..J.J per cent between 199~ and 1993 · l'l'\IDO's ESID ser\"1ces comprise 
ad\"ice on integrating en\"ironmental needs into industrial de\"dopment strategil.!S and policies 
with emphasis on capacity building. en\"ironmental management. and a conduc1\"e regulatory 
and incenti\"e frame\\Ork. For instance. under a count()· project m :'\epal on industrial 
pollution control management. i1111.·ra/1". L'NIDO experts successfully drew up a control order 
based policy of pollution abatement. proposed discharge standards for five major industries. 
and produced manuals and guidelines for pollution control :\ major focus is on the 
introduction of cleaner production or waste minimization policies and facilitic..'S. In this regard. 
support is being rendered to China which he:>.s dra\rn up a comprehensi\"e national :.\genda 21 
as one of a few de,·eloping countries so far. Further L'l'\IDO act1\"ities relate to the phasing
out of ozone-depleting substances 1. ODS) where the Organization became one of the 
implementing agencies under the Multilateral Fund for the Implementation of the Montreal 
Protocol. Asia-Pacific countries with projects at vanous stages of implementation and or 
preparation include China. India. Islamic Republic of Iran. Pakistan and Viet :\am. Ll'\IDO 
co-supports some ::w cleaner production centres which. imt.T ali'1. ser\"e demonstration. 
coordination and training purposes in the target countrie~. Two of these are located in Asia 
(India. China) Measures to alle\"iate chemical nsks and t!nhance chemical safety. the 
consen·ation of freshwater resources and the mitigation of the effect of greenhouse gases on 
climate change art! further art!as of L'NIDO activity 

In the field of promoting regional or subregional collaboration. UNI DO has become 
fully inrnl\"ed m the l''.':DP-sponsored Tumen River Area Development Programme (TR:\DP) 
in Northeast Asia. t:NIDO's participation in th1~ programme mc:mbers of which are the 
Governments of the People's Republic of China, DPRK, the Russian Federation, Mongolia and 
the Republic of 1'.orea. started with a detailed study in 1993/94 on industrial capacities, 
constraints and prospects m the lumen River Area. Recommendations were made towards the 
promotion of priority sectors of industry. cross-border trade and international investments. 
Severai of the foll01 ... -up proposals then identified ha\"e already bt!en put in practice. One such 
follow-up 1s the preparation of detailed business opportunity studies currently underway m the 
fields of sh1pbuild•ng. ship repair (military conversion) and fish and seafood processing as 
well as the conduct of feasibility mcluding financial studies on pertinent port projects 
Another one is investment promotion. with a UNIDO INVESMART taking place only a week 
ago { 10-13 Oct) in the Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture of China and a similar one 
under preparation for the Rajin-Sonbong lumen river area of DPRK. to be held Ma}/June 
1996. Preparation of a TRED . .\ investment guide covering the entire border area is at an 
advanced stage and will be published well before year-end. Other already completed activities 
comprise the provision of group training to high-ranking offic1ab of DPRK in the 
management of free economic and trade zones in Ireland as well as the organ1l'.ation of a 
study tour for DPRK officials to the special economic zones m Chma. 

ISHJ.J (SPEC ). 29 May I 99'i 
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.\"pedal Pmgramm1: for the.• Ind11s1rial J>erdopml'nt t~f Asia and the.· J•,.•:.:1fu· (.\/'//>A /'J 

The region's least developed countries (LD(s) have been m the centre of L''IDO's 
ongoing Special Programme for Industrial Development in Asia and the Pacific (SPIO:\P) 
Launched by the General Conference of UNIDO in IQ8Q. activities have mainly been geared 
towards supporting the vital ··~· tcultural sector of these countries through a streng~hemng of 
linkages between agricultur,. and industry. Farmers in rural areas as well as :.mall and 
medium-scale entrepreneur=' . ere identified as key target beneficiaries The limned resources 
available led to a clear programme focus on two industrial subsectors agro-~IRd 

~talwor\ing indusariH and food proressing industries 

With regard to the former, eight of thirteen Asia-Pacific LD(s participated m a 
regional project phase t of which was successfully implemented in the years 11.)91 to I QQ4 
The project comprised a detailed constraint analysis and served to increase the awareness and 
acces.c; of agro-related mdalworking en:erprises to technical information and advice To this 
~nd. national focal points were established in all participating cour.tries and brought \\1thm 
the services of the Regional Network of Agricultural Machinery (RNA\1). operating under 
ESCAP and supported by UNIDO. Technical advisory services were provided directly to 
R&D institutions and private manufacturers and a number of prototypes of agricultural tools. 
implements and machinery were identified for exchange between RNAM members and 
participating countries. Early 1995 saw the start of phase II of the activity which aims to 
further support the agricultural production and processing by improving local capabilities fo!' 
the manufacture of agricultural tools and implements including post-harvest and food
processing equipment While implementation commenced with funding from the l:!\:100 
Regular Budget (USS 362,000) for twp out of six project components, the recent allocation 
of IDF funding from a major donor (USS 526.000) will speed up further progress. For 
instance, work is underway on the introduction, testing and demonstration of prototypes for 
potential commercialization. Other a1.:tivities still foreseen for 1995 inc:ude the establishmem 
of computerized informatic,n databases for raw materials demand and supply, and the 
participation of selected LDC representatives and products at the Agricultural Machir.~::.
Exhibition and Symposium (Agrimach '95). to be organized by Rl'iAM m !'4akhon Rachasima. 
Thailand. 4-9 November 1995 The upgrading of skills of blacksmith trainers. the promouor. 
of the production of small-scale machint"ry for agro-based food processing light industries and 
the participation of women in the promotion and development of commercial machmerytfood 
processing equipment prototypes suitable for the use by women will be addressed m the 
funher course of implementation 

One of the most imponant contributions of the programme so far has been the gradual 
intensification of contacts between the public sector agricultural engmeenng inst1tut1ons and 
private sector entrepreneurs in these countries. The programme has alSP been instrumental in 
the birth of manufacturers' associations in agricultural machinery m Bangladesh and Myanmar. 
thereby facilitating. inte; alia, the dissemination of project benefits 

With regard to the second key target sector addressed under SPIDAP. based on fact
tinding missions and a regional workshop in 11.)92, lJNIDO completed a series of country 
briefs on agro-prottssing industries for all the 13 LDC's m the As1a-Pac1fic region The 
analyses which revealed a number of common constraints. mter aha. established an urgent 
need for a more d1vers1fied economic act1v1ty m food processing Several pnonty areas were 

.. 
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identified for daborauon with the participating governments. :\lost activ111es are planned at 
the c.:>untry level. but some regional initiatives have been taken recenlly addressing specific 
technical issues of rde\·ance to a number of LDCs Three areas deserve specific mentioning 

Application of mushroom biotechnolob'Y and bioconversion technologies for 
sustainable small industries development. The projec: has a particular emphasis on the 
LDCs of the region (Bangladesh. Bhutan. i\epal) to promote and develop food 
processing industnes and create a global b10-informatics net\\ork of resource centres 
in support of mushroom and related biotechnology industries. self-sustaining qualitv 
control. and training centres in bioconvers1on technologies 

Lnder a programme launched to increase a\\areness and opportunities for the 
integration of new biotechnologies with indigenous knowledg~ through a partnership 
initiati\·e with a non-governmental organization network a workshop is being convened 
in Manila in l\~vember 1995. 

Consumer protection in domestic markets. the aimed-at improvement of export 
competitiveness and the resulting increasing importance of an adherence to ISO 9000 
standards fundamentally affect the developing prospects for food processing industries 
in the pani.:1pating countries. Pertinent issues were addressed under SPIDAP in a 
training programme in food quality management organized jointly with the Asian 
Institute of Technology ( AIT) in Bangkok in from I~ August to 2 September 1995 and 
attended by 20 LDC part1c1pants. Preparations are underway for a joint 
L~IDO ESCAP ad hoc Expert Groap Meeting on Food Safety and Quality 
l\lanagement in Asian and African LDCs. aiming at identifying the roles of the 
respective agencies and recommending priority activities for tl-!e :mmediate future. 

At the indmdual country level. food processing is al<;0 addressed in various ways 
under SPIDAP For 1r.~1ance. quality issues are tackled in a large-scale project for the 
establishment of a food safety sys1em in Cambodia which is currently under review for 
funding by potential donors Th1:: l~IDO training programme for women entrepreneurs in 
related technologies has already been applied successfully in Myanmar. and efforts are being 
made: for similar acuv1ues in Cambodia. Lao PDR and !\epal. 

l -.\"// >< J /;SC ·..i I' ~·o/lahww11111 

The preceding bnef review of l!\IDO's \.\Ork m the Asia-Pacific region would be 
incomplete 1f the role played by collaborauon between liMDO and ESCAP in the two 
Organ1zat1ons' actl\lt1es "'as not recalled. Based on complementanues. liMDO-ESCAP 
cooperation draws its support and sustenance from a number of high-levd pohcy statemenls 
of our member states. such as the T eheran dc:clarat1on on Strengthening f.egzorial Cooperation 
for Technology-led lndustnahz.auon in Asia and the Pacific. the Reg1ona: Strategy and action 
Plan for lndustnal and Technological Development as well as the Seoul Plan of Action and 
the dec1s1ons of L~IDO's Fifth General Conference ( 1993) on new areas of focus. the Special 
Programme for the lndusmal Development of Asia and the Pacific and the Action Programme 
for the Industrial Development of the Least Developed Countries 
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As a consequence. several acti\·tties of cooperation relevant to the region are in 
operation as new ones are being explored. especially those identified in August I 4Q.t at a 
UNIDO-ESCAP meeting in Vienna In general. l.JNIDO-ESCAP jomt action has taken th.! 
form of mutual substantive contributions to workshopsiseminars.:experl group meetings or 
studies in fields of common iuteresL the outposting and funding of l'.NIDO Associate Experts 
for specific. normally joint project-related assignments at the ESC AP Secretariat: or the 
coordinated installation and joint use of information/networking facilities. The cooperation 
with the Regional Network of Agricultural Machinery (RNAM) under UNIDO's Special 
Programme for Industrial Development in the Asia and Pacific :-.;;gion mentioned above is a 
case in point 

Another example is the ESC APJUNIDO!F AO-sponsored Fertilizer Advisory. 
Development and Information network for Asia and the Pacific (F ADINAP). The network 
assists th..! currently 24 member countries in problems concerning the supply. marketing and 
use of fertilizers. Operational since 1978, FADINAP has made substantial progress (i) m the 
facilitation. increase and spread of the use of fertilizers and an ensuing rise of agricultural 
productivity in the region: (ii) in increasing efficiency of production. trade. marketing, 
distribution and use of fertilizers: and (iii) in the delivery of pertinent advisory services 

At another level. l!NIDO's participation in the Pesticide Safety and Information and 
the Biotechnolo!,•y and Biodiversi~. components of the Farmer-centred Agricultural Resource 
Management (FARM) programme provides, inter aha, a clear and mutually supportive nexus 
between the regional. sub-regional and national activities of the member states of ES( AP 
Since 198~ when it was first established. the Regional network on Pesticides for Asia and the 
Pacific (RENPAP) - now incorporated as Pesticide Safety and Information sub-programme in 
FARM - has grown from 9 to 15 members covering a third of the world's surf ace and more 
than half of the world's population which depends on agriculture for its livelihood. The 
outreach of this programme is visible in the fact that it acted as a catalyst for the 
establishment of an ecotox1colo!:,'Y centre in Pakistan. assisted Chin?. in starting a pesticide 
centre for developing low risk pesticide formulation and persuaded India and the Philippines 
to phase or restrict the use of harmful pest1c1des 

Through the Asia Biotechnology and Biodiversity of FARM. eight national focal 
points were established to link computerized databases on biotechnology and biodiversity to 
regional and interregional dat;?bases. 

lJNIDOiESCAP co:laboration has also encompassed gender issue:; and included the 
preparation of a L'NIDO EGM on Women Entrepreneurs in Sustainable Economic 
Development in Japan in October 1994 and the contribution of a paper by UNIDO on the 
involvement of women in selected manufacturing subsectors to an ESC AP EGM earl!er this 
year. 

• 
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I\". Industrial dnelo~nt in Asia and die Pacific: l'~iilDO's future role 

The persisting and newly emerg.mg industrial development problems in Asia and the 
Pacific described ab~)\·e on the one hand and L'NIOO's proven record in helping over~ome 
past industr}·related constraints on the other hand in themselves point at the useful role this 
specialized agency for industry is poised to also play in the years ahead. C!\100 is aware that 
similar to the ever increasing speed of change in the industrialization process m domestic and 
international markets the basic prerequisite for success more than ev-!r before will be the 
Organization's readiness and capability to make constant adjustments m lme with ne\\ly 
emerging needs and challenges so as to provide services which are relevant. of the desired 
high quality and delivered efficiently to its clients. To this end. and at the request of its 
Member States. UNIDO is currently pursuing with an unprecedented vigour the reform of its 
structure and substance. · 

The revised approach taken with regard to programming L'NIDO services has become 
\·isible with the gradual but steady intmductlon of a number of new tools. including at 
ul\IDO's Asia and the Pacific Programme. For instance. the new concept of preparing 
c ·mm11y Suppon StlUIL'Kin (C 'SSJ is seen as LNIDO's most specific contribution to the lil\ 
system's overall count!)· programming in the context of Country Strategy Notes (CSl\s). Work 
on a CSS for Indonesia was completed by C~IDO staff and \\iii serve as a reference 
framework for future industl)·-related assistance in that country. Internal ( ·mmtry 

/'mKrun1mmK Hncf' f< "/'HsJ which highlight major industrial de' dopment challenges and 
constraints. summarize past and present l.:NIDO activities as well as oudme appropriate 
directions of future work in the t~rget count!)· have been completed for virtually all Asia
Pacific countries. High-level /11J1wria/ Sector Raieu l'm>:1U111mi11K Ali.uimu (ISRl'Ms1 have 
been fielded to several countries. albeit so far with a focus on Africa in order to 1eview 
rressing industrial development nt-eds with a view to identifying short-. medium- and longer
term support activities. Preparations for such missions. to be undertaken between now and the 
middle of next year. to the Asia-Pacific region are underway for Indonesia. China. Papua l\ew 
Guinea and Fiji 

The seven newly identified programmatic themes to guide LNIDO's future work \i.tll 
be formally introduced only with the start of the 1996:97 biennium. In practice. however. 
L':'liilDO has already gone some way in redirecting its programming ac:ivit1es towards those 
priorities which are. 

Strategic policies and institution-building for global economic integration. 

Environment and energy. 

Small and medium enterp:-ises: policies. networking and basic technical support. 

Innovation. productivity and quality for international competitiveness; 

lndusmal informat~on, investment and technology promotion; 

For a recent summary account of the reform process see IDB 1-VCRP 4. 21 June 199~ 



Rural industrial development: and 

Africa and the least developed countries: linking industry with agriculture. 

A number of horizontal priority programmes. such as human resource development. 
private sector development. ECDCITCDC and the integration of women permeate all seven 
themes and will be oriented in their activities towards specifically supporting each of these 
themes. 

As for other developing regions. work has been progressing in devising a workable 
UNIDO strategy for the A~ia-Pacific region. In so doing. three key determinants require 
particular attention: actual demand. fundable priorities, and UNI DO expertise and experience. 
A review of requests for assistance received by UNIDO from Asia-Pacific in the r·:!Cent past 
has shown a certain trend - although not exclusively so - towards the following substantive 
areas: 

There is a continuing strong interest in the whole range of UNIDO's investment 
promotion and technology transfer-related services (identification, screening. appraisal 
of investment projects. pre- and full feasibility studies. INVESMARTs. etc.). 

In the follow-up to UNCED 1992 and subsequent related conforences. the subject of 
ecologically sustainable industrial development is playing an increasing role. both in 
terms of cor.ceptual/policy advice and in the context of cleaner production at 
plantimicro level. Special emphasis is placed or. CFC reduction support activities in 
the context of the Montreal Protocol. 

Assistance is also being sought to overcome problems associated with the transition 
from previously centrally planned to more market-oriented economies (Indochina, 
Central Asia). 

Building up more efficient research and development (R&D) and scientific and 
technological capacities which are effectively linked with the industrial pro<iuction 
systems is of concern to some countries. 

In the context of the rapid changes in the international industrial environment referred 
to above a rising interest is to be l)bserved in addressing varied dimensions of 
achieving and/or maintaining industrial competitiveness. 

Suppon is also requested for the promotion of rural industrialization as an important 
means of employment creation and poverty alleviation. 

While many of the more than 100 project proposals which have entered the UNIDO 
pipeline for Asia-Pacific since the beginning of i 994 are related to one or several of the 
above demand areas. it is the scarcity or even lack of funding prospects which have become 
a major bottleneck in UNIDO's work. Falling sh0rt of a certain critical financial minimum 
puts at risk the very foundations of a meaningful delivery of industrial development elements. 
The importance of the Member Stat1!s' support in mobilizing additional funding. such as in 
the form of enhanced trust fund agreemer.ts. cannot be overestimated This notwithstanding 
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and confident of the continued rdevance as wdl as the good q!.lahty of serv1.::es the 
Organization is m a pos1t1on to provide. Ll\IDO's Asia and the Pac1ttc Programme will 
continue to ensure that sen·ices rendered to the region will c!tTectivdy meet the expectations 
of both its clients and funding agents The provision of integrated sen·ice packages \\luch take 
due account of the diff erent1ated needs of md1v1dual country groupmgs in the region will 
feature prominentl~ in L:\IDO's future work. Activit!es o\·er a wide range of issues will be 
enhanced in the least Jc:1·c:/opc:J and othc:r J1s111.framac~t·d coumricl in the region. as has also 
been reemphasized in the April 1995 Kathmandu Statement adopted at the Expert Group 
Meeting for the Preparation of the Third LDCs Mmistenal Symposium on sustainable private 
sector development and accelerated gro\\th of the industrial enterprises in LDCs. This clearly 
calls for the continuation and extension of UNIDO's Special Programme for the Industrial 
Development of Asia and Pacific outlined above. The region's 1ra11sitio11al c:rn110mics require 
continued services taylor-made to overcome constraints at policy management and technical 
levels. In tum. the miJJ/c-i11<.·0111c and more high~r a..frm1,;cJ cu11111ncs in the region '"'·hich 
have already built-up or are at an advanced stage of building-up considerable research and 
consultancy capabilities will have to be increasingly served with highly specific services. 
frequently of a specific tl!chnological character. In this connect.ion. UMDO also foresees to 
further step up efforts in the area of ECDCTCDC with a view to making the advanced 
countries' experience available to their less advanced neighbours through appropriate 

mechanisms. 
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Expenditure on teimical cooperation activities, by geographical area. 1984 to 1994 
(In thousands of US dollars) 

Arca 1984 198.~ 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
--
Africa 

Cow~- project..' ~ 2.5.300 31.43 I 31.674 29,102 34,042 40,d02 47,849 46,2.52 39,734 ll,921 24,674 

Rc:gi1ual proj~'ts 4.713 .5,791 4,Q(,<j 1468 4.389 8J23 7.R)l §.lll 6,792 ~ 4,493 

Sub-total 30,0IJ .17.222 3.5,743 32,.570 38,4.ll el9,12.5 !IS,681 .52,423 46,.526 40,663 29,167 

Arab SU.cs 

Cow~· proj«"ts 11.807 1 l .4ell! 11.1 .53 11.9:'14 17.71el 19,107 21,071 18,869 1.5,119 14,768 12.278 

Regi•ual proj~-u 1.104 .532 731 616 299 172 .527 137 .579 640 466 

Cuw~· proje<.U 
(Africm Arab SU.cs) l!I (8.806) .tllll (11 . .50.5) (9.560) U1.llil l.l.lJ.ru ll..llil uuru ill..lli.l ~ l!!..'J.QQ.l 

SuMwal 4,10.5 2,8!17 ~ ,:179 2,990 .5,260 .5,.5.54 6,774 3,9.59 l,117 3,346 3,844 

Asia md the Pa.:ilic 

Cuw~ proJe..'\s 29,79.5 29,ll.l .l.5,419 :'16,620 41,974 41,.506 46,621 40,.540 l.5,.516 28,142 18,800 

Rqp•ual projects 1.437 1.088 1.6.54 Llll 1.9.53 2.099 2.763 l.717 .l.!79 l.043 4,098 

SuMotal 31.232 30.401 37,073 37,931 4:'1,927 4:'1,60.5 49,31i4 44,2.57 lR,69!1 ll,18.5 22.898 

Ewope 

Cow~· proj«t~ .l,t>09 .l,047 ,,022 2,307 .l,84.5 .l,776 4,1137 4,.121 5,172 3,7.58 4,.16.l 

Regi.ual proj«'tS ~ 12 ~ ill ill m 222 lli ill 1§2 ~ 
Sub-total .l,MK .1,086 .1,2.10 2,62.5 4.277 4,291 .5,2.16 4,912 .5,.124 .1,927 4,767 

I.lain America md the Caribbem 

Cowi.~ projec."ts 7,987 ! 1,082 9,40~ 8,461 9,65.l 11,029 •J,l.56 7,2ll 8,997 11,.100 l.1,0l7 

R<'gi•ual rroje..'ts 1.01.1 916 l.J:!!! 839 .l...ill 1..046 1.847 2.619 i.Afill 2.616 1.7.54 

Suh-tulal 9.000 12.01!1 10,.5.5() 9,302 I0,790 12,07.5 11.20.1 9,811 11.el.57 10,917 14,7'JI 

Global and mterre8Jmal projc:-.'ts 'J,IR.l R,!184 9.62.5 !2.lOR 17,09.5 12.J..ll ~ ll.J..QJ .10,.511 2H,7HH V212 

T•lTAl.: K7,llJI 94,-16!1 91),600 97,726 119,780 l:H.782 l.59,.5.58 147,48-' 11.5,<.'.\2 118,82.5 I 01,l Jf)(, 

~ lnduJei< Alh.:an Arah ::.'\iaes 
~! hgures dcdu~'tcd sm..:e already included wder •Africa" 
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Anna 2 

Services for major thrust areas 

Programmatic theme 

• Strategies. policies and insti!ut''ln
bui I ding for global economic 
integration 

• Environment and energy 

• Small and medium enteflJrises: 
ll"licies. networking and basic 
te.;hnical support 

• Innovation. productivity and 
quality tor international 
competitiveness 

Components 

Industrial strategy and policy advice 

Advisory and 1nshtuhonal support 
services address1r.g 1m~ 'icalions of 
globai and reg1onai agreements 

ESID strategies 

Clean and sale production 
-National cleaner pro'.luct1on centres 
-Hazardous waste management 
-Water mar.agement 
-Leath~ and tanmnq industry 
-Environmentally sound management of 

1ox1c chemicals 

Implementation of inlernalional 
conventions 

Environmentally sound use of energy 

Policy analysis and advice 

S~E s;;pport systems and institutions 

Networ~ing of SMEs 

Basic technical support for enterprise 
upgrad11.g 

Ouah!y management 

Enterprise restrucluring and 
rehab1htal10f'I 

Research and ;1evelopmem for 
m!'lusrnal m wat1on 

UNIDO 
services 

Industrial pohc1es and private sector 
development 

Enterpr''e restructunng and priv.it1zahon 
Investment promotion 
Technology tor competitiveness 
Industrial mlormatron 

Environment and energy 
Operational supput for sectoral 

industrial develc:iment 
Technology for competitiveness 
Industrial policies an~ pnvate sector 

devel:ip11ent 
Human resource development 
Investment promotion 
Industrial infc::11ation 
Industrial statistics 

Small- and medium-scale industry and 
rural industry development 

Industrial pohc1es and private sector 
development 

Human resource development 
Women in industrial development 
Technology for compelitiveness 
Industrial inlormat1cn 
Investment promotion 
Operational support for secloral 

in1ustnal development 
Quality. standardization and inelrology 

Enterprise restructuring and 
privatization 

Ouahty. standardization and melrology 
Operattonal supper! for sec\dral 

industrial development 
ln~ustrial statistics 
Industrial inforr.1a1ton 
Hu1nan resour~e development 
Technology 101 com1JP.M1vene~s 
Investment p:omotion 

2'> 
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lHH 2 

Pru9rammatic theme 

• Industrial !nforrnation, investment 
and .eclu-0'JQY promotion 

• Rural industrial development 

• Alrica and LDCs: linking industry 
with agriculture 

Components 

Technological and investment 
information 

Investment promotion 

Technology promotion 

Regional development 

Agro-processing 

Building materials and low-cost 
housing 

Analytical activities and industrial 
policy advice 

Agro-processing 

Agricultural equipment 

Fertilizers and pesticides 

UNIDO 
services 

Industrial statistics 
Industrial information 
Technology tor competili'll!fless 
Investment promotio.n 
Environmeni and energy 

Small- and medium-scale industry 
and rural industrial development 

Industrial policies and private sector 
development 

Investment promotion 
Human resource development 
Women in industrial development 
Environment and energy 
Operational support for sectoral 

industrial development 
Technology tor competitiveness 

Industrial information 
Human resource development 
Small-and medium-scale industry and 

rural industrial development 
Industrial policie5 and private sector 

development 
Operational support for sectoral 

ind~:rial development 
Technology tor competitiveness 
Investment promotion 

• 
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Sub-sectors 

Agro-industries 

• Food products 

• l ealher and leather products 

• Textile and garment industry 

• Wood processing and wood 
products 

Anna 3 

Sub-sector priorities 1996-1997 

Highest priority 

Meal processing 
Dairy products including baby food 
Fruits and vegetables 
Fish and seafood 
Vegetables and fats 
Grain produc!ion 
Sugar refining 
Other food products (starch. glucose. 
lea. spices and extracls) 

Tanneries and leather finishing 
(including effluents and waste 
treatment) 

Leather and leather products 
Footwear 

Spinning, weaving and textile finishing 
Wearing apparel 
Finished textile products 
Rugs and carpets manufacture 

Sawmills. planing and other wood 
mills (including structural wooden 
products) 

Wood. furniture and fixtures 

Also cowered 

Baked products 
Cocoa and confectionery 
Animal feed 

Knitting. cordage, rope and !Wine 
Other textiles (embroidery. nets and 

sanitary items) 

Other wood ano cork products 
Wooden and cane containers 

........................................................................... 
Chemical industries 

• Petrochemicals 

• Pharmaceuticals 

• Agro-chemicals 

• Pulp and paper 

Basic industrial chemicals 
Synthetic resins. plastic materials and 
man-made fibrl's 

Manufacture of drugs and medicines 

Fer!ilims and pesticides 

Pulp, paper and paperboard 
Conlainers and boxes of paper and 
paperboard 

Olher pulp and paper arlicles 

Miscellaneous petroleum and coat 
products. paints. varm shr s and 
lacquers 

Tyres and tubes 
Rubber products 
Plastic products 
Printing. publishing and allied 

industries 

27 
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Sub-sectors 

• Building materials and mineral
based industries 

E11giaeering industries 

• Agricultural machinery 

• Electrical and mechanical 
equipment 

• Metallurgical industries 

Highest priority 

Cement. lime and plaster 
Glass and glass products 

Agricutwl machinery and eql!!pment 

Metal and woodworking machinery 
Railroad equipment 
Motor vehicles (including parts and 
accessories) 

Molorcycles and bicvcles 
Fabricaled metal products (e~::luding 

heavy industry) 

• Excluding spare parts. accessories and maintenance systems. 

Also cnered 

MmulackR of slruc!U131 clay 
products 

Pottery. china and earthenware 

Special industrial machinery and 
equipment. 

Olfi::e. computing and accounting 
machinery (excluding software 
support) 

Electrical industry machinery and 
apparatus· 

Radio. television and communication 
equipment and apparatus • 

Electrical appliances and housewares· 
Shipbuilding and repair • 
Transport equipment 
Professional and scientific. and 

measuring and controlling. 
equipment 

Cutlery. hand tools and general 
hardware. structural metal products 

Engines and turbines • 
Metal furniture and fittings 

Iron and steel basic industries 
Non-ferrous metal basic industries 

• 
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